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The virtual gates opened on the first Ag in Motion™ 
Discovery Plus on July 21, 2020. Launching the digital, 
interactive online event was a huge undertaking, and 

it taught us many things. Staff learned new skills, exhibitors 
stepped up to provide digital displays in place of their 
physical booth space, and presenters shot video footage.

We offer our thanks to our many exhibitors, sponsors, industry 
and research partners who got on board with us to make the virtual 
show happen, through demonstrations, presentations, crop tours and 
more. 

Ag in Motion Discovery Plus allowed the signature features of 
Ag in Motion to be available to guests like you in a reimagined 
digital format that ensured the safety of all, in light of the COVID-19 
pandemic, while continuing to support information sharing about 
innovations in agricultural technology. 

In fact, 170 companies participated, bringing products and services 
to the monitors and tablet screens of farmers like you. Farmers who 
were willing to accept change and try something new in the face of 
challenging times globally and economically — we commend you for 
your adaptability. 

Welcome
Ag in Motion Discovery Plus welcomes visitors into new digital platform 

MESSAGES

Rob O’Connor
show director
Ag in Motion Discovery Plus

Laura Rance-Unger
vice president, content 
Glacier FarmMedia

This book, Replay, was developed to bring you highlights 
of some of the events, exhibitors, demonstrations and 
presentations that happened during the digital show, July 21-25. 
Here, you can read more about equipment demonstrations, 
events at Livestock Central, presenter sessions, and more.

The Glacier FarmMedia editorial team and Ag in Motion staff 
went above and beyond to create content for and participate in 
this major event. Building and hosting a virtual tradeshow in 
just 14 weeks was a major project, and we could not have done so 
without them.

One advantage of developing a digital tradeshow is there is 
no imperative to dismantle it at the end of four days. This means 
there is an excellent opportunity waiting for you right now, to 
visit and revisit events you find helpful or interesting, to view 
new equipment technology, listen in to moderated sessions, and 
learn more about products and services that will support your 
farm.

There are broad offerings across the entire agricultural 
landscape, waiting to welcome you now, through aginmotion.ca. 
We hope to see you there!
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Laura: What was it like having to cancel the 
live show?

Rob: It was incredibly difficult. We had 
just celebrated our five-year anniversary, 
which was a huge success. Farmers look 
forward to this show, to being introduced 
to new technology among their peers. 
It’s also an important opportunity for 
businesses to connect with each other 
and their customers. But, when it came 
down to it, we knew it was the right 
decision. The health and safety of guests, 
exhibitors and the community had to 
come first. Fortunately, our exhibitor base 
was incredibly patient and supportive as 
we navigated the decision-making process 
during those early days in May.

Laura: How did the idea to do a digital show 
evolve following the cancellation?

Rob: Actually, we almost simultaneously 
announced the cancellation of the 
physical show and the launch of the 
digital version. Our team had to go into 
overdrive to make it work, but we love 
bringing farmers together at this show, 
and going digital was an inspiring 
alternative. We recognized that the 
cancellation of many farm shows was 
going to leave a big gap for people — and 
not just in terms of the calendar.

Laura: What kind of a gap?

Rob: Well, a tremendous amount of 
knowledge exchange and information 
sharing goes on between industry 
business and farmers. Farmers learn 
about the technology shaping their work, 
and industry partners learn what farmers 
are looking for to be successful.

Laura: What was the biggest challenge your 
team faced in all this?

Rob: The timeline was so tight! We put 
this together in 14 weeks. Staff had to 
learn new skills, the platform had to 
be created, and an audience invited to 
participate. We asked people to sign 
up for something they had never done 
before. We even had to convince some of 
our own team that it was a good idea.

Laura: How did you get it all done?

Rob: The support of our whole team at 
Glacier FarmMedia was instrumental. 
We had about 30 team members across 
Canada working to get the show up 
and running. But the support of the 
agricultural companies that chose to 
do business with us on this project was 
also instrumental — their support and 
dedication to serving farmers through 
this show made it all possible.

Laura: What was the response like?

Rob: A number of companies jumped on 
board right out of the gate. It wasn’t right 
for everyone, but once people had time to 
think it over, many got involved. When 
the digital show opened, we had over 
170 companies participating, a number 
comparable to the first year of our 
physical show.

Laura: Speaking of the first physical show, can 
you tell me more about that?

Rob: In May 2015, our team drove to 
an empty canola stubble field outside 
Saskatoon and staked it out as the future 
show site of Ag in Motion. Two months 

Discovery Plus Q&A
Learn how Ag in Motion™ was transformed, practically overnight, into Ag in Motion Discovery Plus – an 
interactive, online event, in this interview between Laura Rance-Unger, vice president of content with Glacier 
FarmMedia, and Rob O’Connor, Ag in Motion show director

HOW IT ALL BEGAN

Ag in Motion show director, Rob OʼConnor

later, exhibitors moved in and we opened 
our gates for the first time. That first show 
was the product of long days and late 
nights in the field, and it turns out the 
same is true of our first digital show — 
only this time we were chatting through 
screens in our home offices instead of 
standing face to face in the field.

Laura: So do you think the future is in digital 
shows now?

Rob: Nothing beats meeting someone in 
person, so I don’t think so. When making 
major purchase decisions, farmers 
understandably want to kick tires and 
see how things work up close — whether 
its farm equipment, crop inputs, animal 
genetics, new technology or what  
have you.

In fact, replicating the personal 
connection was one of our main 
objectives with Discovery Plus. When 
we can safely meet in-person again, we 
absolutely will. But I also see a huge 
opportunity for digital events to augment 
what we’re doing in person in the future. 
Digital content allows people who can’t 
be there in-person to participate. For 
some people in that situation, this was 
the first Ag in Motion show they were 
able to be part of.

Laura: How did you replicate the personal 
connection?

Rob: Well, it’s not the same as sitting 
across a table, but many people 
connected through our roundtables, 
coffee talks, and the lounge. Plus farmers 
were able to make appointments to 
meet digitally with company reps, and 
that worked out very well for many 
people. Whether it’s a sales rep talking to 
farmers, a social meeting in the lounge, 
or farmers bouncing ideas around, 
connecting in-person has always been 
the better way to go, and I think it will 
continue to be.

Laura: Thanks Rob, and congratulations on 
overcoming many challenges to direct Ag in 
Motion Discovery Plus.
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Farmers couldn’t get any mud 
on their boots but they could 
still catch a glimpse of new crop 

varieties, herbicides, seed treatments 
and insecticides on display at this 
year’s Ag in Motion™ Discovery Plus. 

The virtual Crop Plot tours, presented 
by FCC were one of the first features 
conceptualized by show organizers as the 
pandemic forced a rapid pivot to virtual event. 

It took a co-ordinated effort to create 
the virtual crop tour videos by industry 
participants, Glacier FarmMedia staff, and 
video crews. 

My colleague Gord Gilmour, editor of the 
Manitoba Co-operator, and I were asked to 
host the virtual tours. While we had no idea 
what to expect we were both pleasantly 
surprised. 

Conducting and recording interviews 
using an online platform (we used Zoom) 
was much easier than we anticipated from 
a technical standpoint. Also, shifting to 
on-screen interviews was a more natural 
progression than we thought it would be — 
however, at times, jokes Gilmour, he felt like 
he was on the CBC News’ “At Issue” panel. 
Perhaps what made the transition to virtual 
so easy was the knowledge and passion each 
of our crop tour co-hosts brought with them. 

This year, 11 virtual crop tours were 
conducted. Farmers can still register for 
and attend the event, including the crop 
tours, at aginmotion.ca until the end of the 
year. While there were many important 
announcements, products, production tips 
and more during these crop tours, here are 
the highlights.

ALPINE
Alpine’s crop tour takes an in-depth look at 
the company’s G22 liquid starter fertilizer, 
K-Tech technology and new foliar fertilizers 
F18 Max and K20-S. Blake Weatherald, a 
regional sales manager for the company, 
discusses in detail what makes Alpine’s G22 
fertilizer unique in the marketplace. Footage 
taken from this year’s Ag in Motion plots 
show trials of treated versus untreated plots 
and those treated with a dry starter product. 
In addition, Weatherald explains how 
Alpine’s patent pending K-Tech technology 
works in the new foliar fertilizers F18 Max 
and K20-S as well as the uses and benefits of 
these new products.

BASF
Blaine Woycheshin, Canadian InVigor lead, 
kicks off BASF’s crop tour with two new 300 
series InVigor hybrids, L340PC and L357P. 

Senior brand manager for seed treatments, 
Chris Hewitt, discusses Teraxxa F4, an 
upcoming insecticide seed treatment for 
wireworm control for the Canadian Prairies. 
Hewitt also explains how this product is 
different from traditional neonicotinoids on 
the market. 

Certitude is a pre-seed herbicide product 
with a new mode of action for weed control 
in canola crops. Brent Galbraith, BASF’s 
canola herbicide brand manager, discusses 
this new herbicide and its target weeds, 
including herbicide-resistant kochia and 
volunteer canola, during this crop tour. 

BAYER CROP SCIENCE
Tim Gardner explores Bayer Crop Science’s 
priorities for its canola breeding program, 
such as disease, pod shatter resistance and 
herbicide systems. Gardner, a professional 
market development agronomist, discusses 
how the TruFlex canola system, which 
is built on Roundup Ready technology, 
provides farmers with more flexibility when 
it comes to spray rates and timing. 

Gardner also covers a lot of ground on 
additional systems, traits and product 
lines in the pipeline. Canola hybrids with 
straight cut ability (pod shatter resistance) 
in combination with clubroot resistance 

Ag in Motion 2020 virtual 
crop tour highlights
New herbicide, insecticide and fertility product releases, production tips  
and the latest crop varieties were just a few of the must-see  
attractions during Ag in Motion's virtual crop hop

CROP TOUR

Media Sponsor

By Kari Belanger
Grainews editor
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and dual trait canola, which allows the 
combination of two different herbicide 
systems, is discussed, among other products 
in the pipeline. He also introduces Buteo 
Start, a new, unique, insecticide seed 
treatment for flea beetle control, and its key 
attributes. Additionally, Gardner discusses a 
new fusarium head blight product currently 
under assessment by the Pest Management 
Regulatory Agency.

CANTERRA SEEDS
During Canterra Seeds’ crop tour, Lorri 
Keyowski, the company’s director of sales, 
explains who Canterra is and why a small 
Canadian company owned by seed growers 
is a reliable and responsive partner to 
farmers. Keyowski details the strategic 
alliances forged with other companies to 
bring top-notch genetics to the Prairies. 
She discusses canola hybrids CS2300, 
CS2600 CR-T and CS2100 and grain- and 
silage-specific corn hybrids. Keyowski also 
provides the latest on the cereals breeding 
program, including CS Accelerate, a CPSR 
wheat; CS Daybreak, a CWRS wheat and 
AAC Connect, a new malt barley variety.

GOWAN CANADA
In-depth information on the uses, modes 
of action and application timing of Avadex, 
Fortress and Edge are provided by Brad 
Ewankiw, Gowan Canada’s marketing 
manager, during this crop tour. Ewankiw 
demonstrates there are products for all 
kinds of tillage situations. He provides 
farmers with the fine details of which 
formulation to use for different tillage 
situations, and when and how to apply 
it. Ewankiw also covers the uses and best 
fits for products Fortress and Edge, both 
pre-emergent soil residual herbicides, and 
why the use of Edge is increasing in front of 
canola. Additionally, he covers the reasons 
to increase herbicide mode of action 
diversity on farms.

NUTRIEN AG SOLUTIONS
Jordan Peterson and Stacie Yaremko, 
Nutrien Ag Solutions agronomic services 
managers in northern Alberta and the 
Peace region, provide in-depth information 
on crop maturity in short-season 
geographies and management practices to 
support early crop maturity before, or as a 
crop is seeded during this crop tour. These 
management practices include altering 
seeding dates, increasing seeding rates 
and increasing seed-row phosphorus. They 

discuss the challenges and management 
practices to help ensure a crop reaches 
maturity in the shortest time without 
affecting yield. 

Nutrien Ag Solutions’ Cynthia Dietz 
discusses Proven Seed canola hybrids and 
varieties to make early-maturity objectives 
a reality. Corn and soybean varieties are also 
reviewed.

SASKCANOLA
SaskCanola director and farmer, Katelyn 
Duncan, and Dean Streisel of Down to 
Earth Ag Research discuss the benefits of 
diversifying crop rotations, such as disease 
and insect reduction, the advantages of 
using barley as a rotation option and using 
rotation as a clubroot mitigation tool in the 
organization’s virtual crop tour. Duncan 
and Streisel take a detailed look at lower 
risk rotations and the benefits diversified 
cropping provides, such as yield increases, 
among others. 

SECAN
According to Jim Downey, SeCan’s research 
and development manager, the wheat 
varieties SeCan is highlighting in this year’s 
crop tour have game-changing yields, very 
good lodging resistance, midge tolerance 
and FHB resistance. These are some of the 
characteristics of CWRS wheat varieties 
AAC Alida VB, AAC Starbuck VB and AAC 
Wheatland VB. As he tours these plots, 
Downey compares these three varieties 
to AAC Brandon, as well as to each other. 
Yield, sprouting resistance, FHB rating, 
grain protein, lodging resistance and other 
attributes are explored in depth. 

SEEDNET
During SeedNet’s crop tour, Ryan Mercer, 
the company’s president, discusses the 
advancements made in hybrid fall rye 
varieties and how hybrid fall rye has been a 

focus for SeedNet over the last several years. 
Mercer discusses the attributes, benefits 
and variety performance of hybrid fall ryes 
in Western Canada. Specifically, Mercer 
reveals characteristics and quality of hybrid 
fall rye varieties KWS Daniello and KWS 
Propower. This crop tour explains why 
Mercer believes these hybrid fall ryes are the 
way of the future. 

TAURUS AG MARKETING
During Taurus Agricultural Marketing’s 
crop tour, Craig Davidson, the company’s 
president, describes what is happening at 
this year’s plot sites, such as agronomy and 
fertility trials, and continued work with 
Crop Intelligence to understand how roots 
develop, where they’re pulling water from 
and how different fertility programs affect 
plants’ abilities to utilize water through 
the soil profile. He also delves into how 
technology is driving an astonishing rate 
of change in agriculture, and how properly 
harnessing that technology and the 
information it generates can drive better 
decisions at the farm level.

YARA CANADA
Markus Braaten, market development 
manager for Yara Canada, discusses the 
company’s incubator farm program and 
why the Ag in Motion Discovery Farm is 
one of them in Yara’s virtual crop tour. He 
outlines the crop practices being tested 
and demonstrated, including nutrient 
stewardship and the use of technology 
and mapping to better manage nutrients. 
He also talks about the importance of 
field-scale trials and how they make 
adopting new practices easier for farmers. 
Additionally, he discusses how nutrient 
management can make a farm more 
economically successful.

Kari Belanger is the editor of Grainews.

Looking for more information about 
the Crop Plot Tours, presented by FCC? 
All sessions are available at  
aginmotion.ca under  
Demos & Programming.
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A variety of equipment manufacturers 
contributed to the creation of 
digital equipment demonstrations, 

presented by Conexus Credit Union, for 
Ag in Motion™ Discovery Plus. Now, 
farmers can replay these demos from 
the comfort and safety of home. 

In every demo, a company rep walks 
through features and benefits of the 
machinery while it is demonstrated 
operating in the field. The demos are a great 
way for farmers to get a closer look at the 
latest technology to support their successful 
farm now and in the future. 

 
See seeding done with the latest 
technology
Join Grainews machinery editor Travis 
Warkentin in conversation with equipment 
company representatives as they 
demonstrate some of the latest seeding 
technology from Seed Hawk, SeedMaster, 
Bourgault and New Holland.

Learn about the Vaderstad 660 Air Cart 
with 70-ft Spacing Air Drill equipped with 
the Seed Hawk ICON Control System. 
Nathan Sapach, commercial product 
manager for the Seed Hawk product line, 
describes the overall benefits of this system, 
and explains precision components, 
including the opener system, section 
controls, ICON Control System and Phoenix 
3 metering system.

Digital farm equipment demos
Watch live demonstrations of the latest in air seeders, sprayers,  
mowers and tractors from the comfort of your own chair.

EQUIPMENT
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What sets the Bourgault 9000 Series Air 
Seeder apart? Robert Fagnou, marketing 
specialist, compares the new 9000 to the 
earlier 7000 series, and speaks about a 
number of features, including: separate 
tanks; ability to monitor inputs on the go; 
sectional controls allowing multiple units to 
work off the same map; and the largest tow 
between cart option in the market.

Providing superior accuracy in product 
metering and precision placement, the 
New Holland P2000 Series Air Seeder 
demonstrated by Paul Krahn, marketing 
manager, combines a Flexi-Coil P4580 
Tow-between Air Cart and P2082 40-foot 
Disc Drill. Krahn describes the metering and 
placement system, along with a variety of 
unique features and options.

What’s new at SeedMaster 
Manufacturing? Anthony Biglieni, director 
of sales and product support, provides a 
sneak peek, along with a demonstration of 
the SeedMaster 6016 UPII 360 paired with 
a Nova 520 Air Cart. Learn about the tanks, 
row spacing, metering, seed placement and 
more, along with which tillage practices are 
best suited to this seeder.

Sprayer options get the job  
done efficiently
Sprayer demos include the AS1240 XP from 
Equipment Technologies and a 2018 R4038 
from Pattison Agriculture. 

The advantages of the Apache AS1240 are 
described by Johann Badenhorst with ET 
Sprayers. Equipped with 120-foot aluminum 
booms and a 300 horsepower engine, this 
mechanically driven machine features: 
sprayer cab controls, on-screen diagnostics, 
and industry leading application control. 
Like all Apache sprayers, it is simple, 
dependable, lightweight, affordable and 
self-propelled, manufactured by the parent 
company, Equipment Technologies.

The John Deere 2018 R4038 features a 
132” carbon fiber boom and ExactApply™ 
system. Grainews machinery editor 
Travis Warkentin and Cody Zubko, sales 
representative for Pattison Agriculture, 
describe features of this machine, including: 
boom control, how it works on uneven 
ground, and nozzle control technology.

Make clean up easy with these  
mowers and tractors
Nemesis, New Holland and Farm King 
demos offer tips to help you clean up.

Watch a demo of the 2019 Nemesis 
Versatile Tractor, made in North America, 

and find out what sets it apart from others 
in the same class. Rickie Jenin, product 
manager for row crop tractors, describes 
multiple horsepower options and endless 
power offered through the Cummins 
engine; the intuitive operation; comfortable 
and adjustable cab settings; and multiple 
command lever uses.

Get into the cab of the New Holland T9 
Tractor with Travis Warkentin, Grainews 
machinery editor. With precision land 
management intelligence, the T9 comes with 
a variety of engine size and tire and track 
options. Warkentin describes the various 
features included in the redesigned cab.

The Farm King 750 Finishing Mower 
comes with a triplex design. Demonstrated 
by Corey Tymchuk, this machine offers three 
7-foot finishing mowers set on a single deck 
that work together to cover an area of 19 

feet per pass. Learn how the Farm King 750 
can independently roll over flowing terrain, 
providing a manicured cut, and allowing 
users to cut 15 to 20 acres per hour. It's ideal 
for finishing applications in larger areas, 
such as city parks, golf courses, government 
departments and transportation agencies.

Tymchuk also demos the Farm King 1530 
Flexwing Mower, the largest rotary cutter 
in the Farm King lineup, ideal for roadsides, 
ditches, and pastureland. Tymchuk discusses 
the flexible wings, commercial duty cutting 
capacity of 4 inches and more. The Farm 
King 1530 is an ideal mower for roadsides, 
ditches, and pastureland. Wherever a real 
workhorse is needed on rough, uneven heavy 
ground.

Find all Equipment Demos, presented by 
Conexus Credit Union, available on  
aginmotion.ca. 
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By Scott Garvey
Glacier FarmMedia contributor

New Leader is about to introduce 
another dry spreader to its product 
line, the NL600. “It’s a three-in-one 

spreader,” says Kale Wilson, New Leader’s 
product specialist. “It does fertilizer, lime 
and compost. It can do BioSul.” (BioSul 
is a mixture of sulphur and compost.)

The tow-behind NL600 has a 21-foot 
body length and is mounted on a trailer 
with a significant load capacity of 55,000 
pounds. It holds 608 cubic feet of material, 
which makes it significantly larger than 
most of the other spreaders New Leader 
offers. Due to its size, it won’t be available 
in a truck-mounted version. Both axles on 
the tow-behind model will get disc brakes 
to make travel at road speeds safer, and 
the walking beam axle design allows for 

15 inches of vertical travel, allowing it to 
navigate uneven terrain as well.

At the rear, the NL600 will use the 
brand’s G4 spinner design, which allows 
for maximum spread widths, even when 
the wind is gusting and still maintain a 
consistent spread pattern. “Moving the 
discs forward and backward, that is the 
technology that adjusts for its pattern,” 
Wilson adds.

However, compared to the G4 spinners 
on other New Leader products, the one used 
on the NL600 is a little different in order to 
handle the bulkier products.

“The discs are bigger,” he explains. “There 
are 30-inch discs so you can get more 
speed on the product as it comes out. It 
uses a 36-inch belt, which is significantly 
wider. And that’s designed mostly for those 
compost products. It’s a belt-over-chain 
system.”

New Leader 
introduces the NL600
Big dry spreader meant for fertilizer and compost

NEW PRODUCT LAUNCH

The “three-in-one” NL600 spreader from 
New Leader has a 608 cubic foot capacity.  

PHOTOS: NEW LEADER.

Painted stainless steel construction of the hopper 
helps prevent corrosion.
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The G4 spinner also allows for variable 
rate application. So, the NL600 will be 
ISOBUS “plug-and-play” compatible with 
any tractor software.

When it comes to deciding what tractor 
the NL600 will need in front of it, that 
depends a lot on a tractor’s hydraulic flow 
capacity, notes Wilson. The NL600 can be 
spec’d out as a solely hydraulic drive or with 
a mix of PTO and hydraulic requirements. 

“If you want to run it purely on hydraulic, 
then you need around that 70 (g.p.m. flow 
rate),” he says. “Otherwise, you can use a PTO 
drive to run the spinners and just the belt 
will be run by the tractor hydraulics.”

Because of the corrosive nature of 
fertilizers, the hopper is built from stainless 
steel, type 305 on the floor under the 
conveyor and type 409 for the rest of the 
body to minimize rusting.

“It’s a painted stainless (steel),” says 
Wilson.

The NL600 is about to enter production. 
“It’s available to order (now),” says Wilson. 
“If you order one today, you’d be looking at 
October (for delivery).” But at the time of 
writing, New Leader hadn’t yet announced 
official pricing for it. That information 
should be available soon.

See the NL600 in action
Visit aginmotion.ca and find  
the full session under  
Demos & Programming.

The NL600 uses 30-inch spinner discs to 
handle bulky products like BioSul.
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John Deere's X9 combine and C16F 
folding corn head can harvest 
up to 7,200 bushels per hour of 

high-yielding corn, the company says. 
Two new models of John Deere 

combines will be rolling off the production 
line for the 2021 harvest season. The 
X9 1000 and X9 1100 combines were 
engineered to offer broadacre farmers 
greater efficiency, especially when 
threshing in dense crops like canola and 
tough wheat.

The X9 1100 boasts it can harvest up 
to 30 acres of tough, high-yielding wheat 
per hour or up to 7,200 bushels of high-
yielding corn an hour.

“As conditions change, an X9 combine 
can make automatic adjustments for the 
operator, so it consistently operates at 
peak levels,” says Matt Badding, harvesting 
product manager for John Deere.

 “For example, in the morning, straw 
can be damp and make threshing and 
separating tough. By midday, the moisture 
evaporates and harvesting conditions 
improve. In the past, these changes 
required operators to adjust combine 
settings to help the machine compensate. 
Now, the adjustments are made 
automatically.”

The increased harvest capacity stems 
from a few key components on the new 
X9 combines. A wider feederhouse is 
able to feed dense crops, while also 
accommodating the new, and larger, series 
of headers.

“At the heart of the new combine is the 
X Series Dual Separator (XDS) with the 
largest threshing and separation areas 
Deere has ever offered. Crop in the XDS 
is threshed and separated during nine 
revolutions, resulting in less grain loss and 
increased harvesting capacity,” Badding 
says.

Automatically adjusting concaves use 
hydraulic pressure to better match the 
conditions of the crop flowing through the 
threshing system, while four fans provide 
a more consistent air flow through the 
shoe.

A 75-square-foot cleaning shoe is 36 
per cent larger than that of the S790. “It 

can harvest thin, dry crop and thick, wet 
crop, and everything in between, putting 
more high-quality grain in the tank pass 
after pass. Even if conditions change, grain 
quality remains high,” Badding says.

Clean grain is monitored by a camera 
system coupled with the loss monitor, 
which is automatically able to detect 
unwanted features in threshed grain. The 
system will automatically make changes 
to the separator until the desired grain 
sample is achieved, while optimizing the 
combine’s performance and efficiency.

Foldable unloading augers available in 
sizes up to 31 feet, unload the 420-bushel 
hopper on the X9 1000 and the 460-bushel 
hopper on the X9 1100 at a rate of roughly 
five bushels per second. To properly fill 
every bit of space on the grain cart, the 
augers have adjustable end spouts. Load 
cells built into the base of the grain tank 
will monitor yield more accurately.

The improved residue management 
system can produce finer cut straw and 
spread it more evenly, up to 50 feet, while 
using less horsepower from the motor 
compared with previous models.

Not only did capacity go into the design 
of the X9, but efficiency has also been 
considered. A more robust belt drive and 
updated transmission connected to a new 
13.6-litre engine offer up to 20 per cent 
better fuel efficiency per bushel of crop 
harvested than the S790. This means the 
combine will be able to harvest 14 hours 
on a single tank of fuel.

For the long hours spent during 
harvest, the X9 has a bigger cab with 
more storage space, more USB outlets 

and more connectivity, which gives it 
a more automotive-like experience. An 
optional touch screen satellite radio that 
is smartphone-ready can be added to 
give the operator the ability to send and 
receive texts, play music, get directions and 
make phone calls while using the system’s 
integrated controls or voice command.

Three different comfort and convenience 
packages are available on the X9. The 
highest level includes a 16-degree left and 
right swiveling seat with heating, cooling 
and a massage feature built right in.

Three technology packages are also 
available from the factory. Basic packages 
include an integrated John Deere 6000 
receiver and a 4600 display, with Harvest 
Smart and interactive combine adjustment 
software. Medium packages build on this 
by adding more guidance systems, section 
control and in-field data sharing.

The highest-level package builds on 
the first two by adding more data sharing 
capabilities as well as machine automation 
and camera functionality. Both the X9 
series combines have remote dealer and 
service support capabilities, and can share 
valuable harvest data to John Deere’s 
cloud-based storage system. From the 
cloud, farmers can share information with 
their crop advisors and agronomists.

Orders for the X9 1000 and X9 1100 can 
be placed later this summer for the 2021 
harvest season.

NEW EQUIPMENT

See equipment in action. Explore product 
launches and Round Table discussions on 
aginmotion.ca

John Deere announces new 
high-capacity X series combines
The X9 combines increase threshing capacity in all crop conditions while using less fuel
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By Scott Garvey
Glacier FarmMedia contributor 

New Holland’s T9 with PLM 
Intelligence four-wheel drive 
tractors span the 425 to 682 

peak horsepower range and offer both 
wheeled and tracked models. But the 
option choices certainly don’t end there. 
Under the hood, the FPT diesel engines 
powering them can be mated to one of 
two transmission choices, the brand’s 
traditional Ultra Command full powershift 
or the relatively new Auto Command CVT.

The stepless CVT not only allows the 
engine to throttle down to 1,650 rpm for 
road travel, but lets the operator set up to 
three preselected working speeds between 
just three feet per minute and 25 mph (40 
km/h). The CVT transmission allows for 
very precise speed adjustments in 0.01 
mph increments. The auto mode makes 
lets the tractor manage the engine and 
transmission settings to maintain preset 
speeds as load and power demands change.

The Auto Command makes starts and 
stops on steep inclines easier, too. Once the 
brake pedal is released, the transmission 

will hold the tractor in place, preventing 
rollback, until it starts to move again.

The Ultra Command powershift 
transmission, which is available on all 
T9 models, also offers ground speed 
management, and it provides an operator 
experience very similar to that of a CVT. 
The newest version of this transmission 
is capable of faster gear changes all the 
way from 1 to 16 and quicker forward to 
reverse changes, which helps improve fuel 
efficiency.

To manage tractor and digital functions, 
there is an all-new Intelliview 12 monitor 
and Infoview LCD display on the dash. 
Together they provide an “automotive” 
styling and feel. That automotive feel is 
carried throughout the overall cab design. 
Two different trim level packages are 
available, the Deluxe Performance cab with 
cloth seat and semi-active cab suspension, 
and the Luxury Performance cab with a 
heated and cooled leather seat. To keep 
electronic devices charged, there are several 
charging ports as well as 12 and 120-volt 
power outlets.

The Intelliview monitor is customizable 
and the standard screen layout is divided 

into four main areas, with tractor and 
operation settings listed on the top and 
run screen tabs shown on the bottom. The 
two main screen areas can be selected from 
those tabs and show data important to the 
current tractor operation.

T9 with PLM Intelligence tractors 
now enjoy the highest level of digital 
connectivity ever offered in a New Holland, 
four-wheel drive. Tractor and operational 
data can be shared with selected partners 
and input providers remotely from any 
location. Maintenance schedules can 
be tracked and breakdowns diagnosed 
through the system. 

Owners can manage their equipment 
online through the MYPLM connect 
portal. Remote viewing, which allows 
anyone to see what the tractor operator 
is seeing on the monitor screen, can help 
with management or other decisions and 
keep track of field progress. To keep the 
system current, software updates can be 
downloaded remotely as well.

Explore the New T9 with PLM 
Intelligence™ from New Holland equipment 
demo and round table discussion on 
aginmotion.ca under Demos & Programming. 

NEW EQUIPMENT

NH T9 with PLM Intelligence 
tractors offer upgraded features
CVT transmission and digital connectivity options on four-wheel drives

New Holland’s four-wheel drive T9 with PLM Intelligence tractors offer improved connectivity and digital capability along with two transmission options.  
PHOTO: NEW HOLLAND.
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By Scott Garvey
Glacier FarmMedia contributor 

Ever since Ag in Motion™ held its 
first show, Grainews editorial staff 
have regularly partnered with the 

event to hold onsite machinery testing 
and evaluations. This year that testing was 
integrated into the Ag in Motion digital 
presentation. Video cameras followed the 
judges as they went through the process.

The focus this year was on side-by-side 
UTVs, Included were a Kubota Sidekick 
RTV-XG850, a Bobcat UV34, a Mahindra 
Mpact XTV 1000 S and a Can Am Defender 
PRO XT.

Each machine was evaluated in several 
categories: maneuverability, general 
performance, load carrying and towing 
capability as well as overall design. The 

judges ran the machines over a prepared 
test route with just a driver and passenger. 
Then a 500-pound (226 kilogram) load was 
placed in the bed and the machine driven 
over the course again. Finally, a trailer with a 
gross weight of 800 pounds (385 kilograms) 
was pulled over a second test route. 

With all that testing completed, what 
observations did the judges make? Here’s a 
quick look at a few of them.

A relatively recent addition to Kubota’s 
RTV line, the Sidekick RTV-XG850, 
demonstrated how different it is from 
Kubota’s other hydrostatic drive models. 
The Sidekick proved itself to be not only 
a capable workhorse but an enjoyable 
machine to take on a pleasure ride.

The Bobcat UV34 performed well on the 
test course, too. Its cargo bed is rated for 
1,250 pounds (566 kilograms), so it easily 

handled the test load. Fully loaded, the 
Bobcat suspension sat up well, even with 
two people up front. And its cargo box is a 
little larger than the Kubota and Mahindra, 
which provides a bit more capacity.

The Mahindra Mpact XTV 1000 S was 
the only diesel in the test group. So not 
surprisingly, when sitting in the cab it was 
the noisiest. The controls are electric and 
all switches are conveniently mounted on 
the dash. This machine also has electric 
differential lock, which really helped 
improve traction.

It performed adequately with the test 
trailer behind, but the 500-pound (226 

ANNUAL MACHINE 
EVALUATIONS CONTINUE 
AT AG IN MOTION
Grainews tests a new crop of UTVs

UTV REVIEWS

See the UTVs put to the test - 
learn more at aginmotion.ca
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kilogram) test cargo was just too much for 
it. So it was withdrawn from that portion of 
the evaluation.

Despite a much longer wheelbase than 
any other machine in the evaluation group, 
the Can Am Defender PRO XT proved it 
could be nearly as nimble as the others on 
the narrow test trail.  It handled the tightest 
turns with impressive ease for its size. And 
its 13 inches of ground clearance was as 
good or better than any of the others.

Due to its size, the Defender feels stable 
and smooth when driving. A 976cc gas 
engine rated at 82 horsepower gives it much 
more power—nearly double, in fact—than 
that the others in the group. So it performed 
extremely well in the cargo load and trailer 
towing tests.

A full report will appear in an issue of 
Grainews this fall.

Practical evaluations of four UTVs from 
Bobcat, Mahindra, Can Am and Kubota 

were part of AIM’s 2020 digital presentation. 
PHOTOS: SCOTT GARVEY

The Can Am Defender PRO XT proved to be pretty maneuverable on the tight portions of the test course.

The XG850 handled a 500 pound (226 kilogram) cargo load with ease.

The Bobcat UV34 easily handled the test load.
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Raising awareness 
about grain bin safety
 Awareness program puts spotlight on accidental entrapments

FARM SAFETY

By Don Norman
Glacier FarmMedia contributor 

In 2015, seven people died in grain 
bin entrapment accidents. While 
that number did represent a spike 

over an average year, it has always 
been a safety issue for grain farmers. 

But that spike in 2015 prompted the 
agricultural industry to take notice. 
Industry and government began working 
together to try to prevent these kind of 
accidents and heightened awareness 
through education was identified as one 
of the primary means to achieving that 
goal. 

Rob Gobeil, Agricultural Safety & 
Health Specialist with the Canadian 
Agricultural Safety Association (CASA) 
was the star of a video presented at the 
Ag in Motion Discovery Plus virtual farm 

show held July 21-25. The The video, 
sponsored by AGI and CASA, features the 
“BeGrainSafe” mobile training unit that 
was developed to increase mindfulness of 
the hazard.

“It’s really important to raise 
awareness about this type of hazard 
because if a person was to get entrapped 
in grain, the odds of them self-rescuing is 
minimal,” warned Gobiel. “And, there is 
a very high fatality rate associated with 
grain entrapment.” 

The mobile unit is part of a number 
of programs and resources under the 
“BeGrainSafe” umbrella that was created 
to bring attention to this issue. “The 
unit is the heart of our BeGrainSafe 
program,” said Gobeil. “There’s a real risk 
to the rescuers. Statistically, two-thirds 
of people injured in grain entrapment 
fatalities are rescuers,” he said. He 

stressed that it’s critically important to 
use the proper equipment techniques 
to rescue someone trapped in a bin. The 
mobile unit is used to provide producers 
and first responders with that crucial 
information. “Grain entrapment has its 
own set of hazards that your standard 
firefighter does not have the skill-set 
to perform,” said Gobiel. “So it’s very 
important for the first responder to have 
the proper grain rescue training.”

Since 2017, the mobile unit has 
travelled across the country providing 
training to potential rescuers. One of 
the training exercises is an entrapment 
simulator with a life-sized mannequin. 
“It really is a graphic demonstration,” 
said Gobiel. He said that he’s amazed at 
the people he talks to at the grain shows 
who have either lost a family member 
or at least had a close call. Often those 
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people will say the demonstration 
hits uncomfortably close to home. 
“The comment I get most often is that 
people cannot believe how quickly the 
mannequin or trainees sink in flowing 
grain,” he said, noting that it behaves 
much like quick sand. “You only have a 
few seconds to react,” cautioned Gobeil. 
“Once you’re past your knees, you’re stuck. 
You cannot self-rescue.”

It certainly sounds terrifying. But 
Gobeil says there are precautions that 
can be taken to decrease the likelihood 
of being in that situation. “If you keep 
your grain in good condition, the odds of 
you needing to go into a bin are greatly 
reduced.” He pointed out that when 
grain is out of condition it tends to crust 
up on the surface and doesn’t flow as 
well. Often these problems only become 
apparent when the time crunch is on, so 
a producer will jump in the bin to try to 
clear the clog.

While it’s always best to try to avoid 
jumping into a bin, if a producer must go 
in, Gobeil says it’s important to remember 
that a grain bin is an enclosed space and 
that there are specific procedures that are 

required by law to be followed. He said 
it’s important to always have a spotter on 
the outside who does not enter. 

“You want to have emergency 
procedures,” he said. “Make sure that 
spotter knows how to shut down the 
system and you want to get help on the 
way as soon as possible. That’s your 

standard 911 call or a direct call to your 
emergency hotline if you’re outside of a 
911 area.” 

Review the full grain safety  
video at aginmotion.ca
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BY JENNIFER BLAIR 
Glacier FarmMedia Staff

No one needs more bad news, but the pandemic is causing 
upheaval around the world and will produce a ‘very 
deep’ recession, say two leading economic experts.

“The trade sanctions and the trade issues over the past couple of 
years were just a precursor of what may occur into the future,” said 
David Kohl, professor emeritus at Virginia Tech University. “We’re 
going to see intensified de-globalization discussions. And as we 
move into this de-globalization phase, the drivers of this change are 
going to be government and society, business and consumer.

“From a personal, societal, and governmental standpoint, we’re 
going to see more revenge, blame, confusion, and frustration.”

And despite an unprecedented flood of government aid, the 
economy is in rocky shape.

“We are entering a recession, and with such a pessimistic 
forecast, there’s no doubt that this recession is going to be very deep 
and significant,” said J.P. Gervais, chief economist with Farm Credit 
Canada.

It’s not all doom and gloom, but farmers need to be aware that 
their markets are at a greater risk of disruption, both men said in 
presentations at the virtual Ag in Motion event last month.

Volatility in the global marketplace was ramping up before 
COVID-19 and it's already intensifying, said Kohl.

“Australia put a lot of the blame for COVID-19 on China, so what 
did China do? They basically put sanctions on agricultural products 
coming out of Australia,” he said.

“This could happen to Europe, to Canada, to the United States. 
Basically we’re going to see a lot of confrontation, particularly with 
Europe, Canada, and the U.S. versus China.”

Job losses, business failures, and disjointed recovery plans will 
further exacerbate the situation as consumers are forced to change 
their spending habits in response. While some businesses and 
industries have flourished during the pandemic, others have faced 
“demand destruction.” 

“It created economic behavioural change in people going back to 
the basics,” said Kohl. “We’ve seen a loss of purchasing power, and 
we don’t know when re-emerging shockwaves are going to occur.”

Already, growth in the global economy is going backwards, with a 
nearly five per cent decline since the start of the pandemic. 

“With a decline of 8.4 per cent (in Canada) and a forecasted 
increase of 4.9 per cent in 2021, we’re not going to get back to the 
level of economic activity that prevailed at the end of 2019,” said 
Gervais.

The outlook
On a farm level, farm cash receipts are forecast to drop for all 
commodities, except for grains and oilseeds, which are expected 
to see a slight increase of 0.4 per cent. The biggest impact is to the 
livestock sector, which could see a five per cent decline for beef and 
a seven per cent decline for hogs. 

“The next six months are going to be critical when it comes to 
overall impact,” said Gervais.

And the outlook is poised to worsen as the United States and 
other key trading partners grapple with an increase in outbreaks, 
putting further pressure on the economy, he added. 

“The health of the global economy matters a great deal for 
Canadian ag — we’re a net exporter, so we have a vested interest 
in seeing the global economy pick up and start to grow again,” said 
Gervais.

“We’re going to start growing again in this quarter and the next 

ECONOMIC OUTLOOK

PANDEMIC FALLOUT:  
It could get very grim before it gets better
The coming recession will be deep, and ‘revenge and blame’ will roil global markets, say experts
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quarter and throughout 2021, but despite the rapid 
pace of rebound in the economy, at some point this 
recovery is going to start to slow down.”

That anticipated growth is partly a result of strong 
demand for Canadian commodities, but even that is 
shifting.

“What COVID-19 has changed is food purchasing 
behaviours,” said Gervais, pointing to the decline 
in restaurant sales and its impact on at-home 
consumption. “We’ve seen every sector of the 
industry being affected in one way or another.

“We’re starting to see a gradual reopening, but it’s 
going to take time to get back to where we were. But 
even if we get to that point where restaurants and 
all food services are fully open, the question is will 
consumers get back to the level of spending that 
they had prior to the crisis?”

In the near term, most consumers are likely to be 
more frugal and focused on local food supply chains 
— and that’s where farmers may start to notice the 
biggest change to their businesses. 

“The impact of demand destruction is we’re going 
to have to align industry segments with consumer 
shifts,” said Kohl. “We’re also going to see quick 
supply and demand shifts, and we’re going to see 
see-saw consumption. This is really going to change 
the business model.”

What farmers need to do
An individual farm’s ability to weather these changes 
will depend on its financial health — and its owners 
ability to adapt. 

“As a result of pressures over the last five years, 
we’ve approached the COVID-19 crisis from a 
position of strength, but that strength has been 
somewhat weakened recently,” said Gervais. 

Historically, farmers have had two lines of defence 
against that. The first is working capital. “That line of 
defence has been weakening and is generally under 

the 15-year average. It’s still strong, but weaker than 
it has been.”

The second is strength in the balance sheet, and on 
most farms, they also aren’t as robust as they were.

“There have been some equity gains, but the 
pressure on profitability makes the return on equity 
really low right now,” he said. “For the last four or five 
years, it’s been declining.”

But there are some things farmers can do to 
mitigate some of the effects of this recession on their 
operations — knowing their cost of production, 
developing a sound risk management plan, 
marketing effectively, building working capital, 
investing in people, and innovating where possible.

Being nimble is also going to be key, said Kohl.
Unlike other ‘black swans’ (the name given to 

unexpected and deep economic upheavals), the 
pandemic “hit everybody in the world” all at once.

“Basically, the global economy was put on life 
support,” he said. “That’s going to create volatility 
in extremes, which is going to require a manager of 
agriculture to have a high business IQ to be able to 
capitalize on that volatility.”

There are four key things that farmers need to 
focus on, said Kohl, an expert in farm business 
management who has gained international 
recognition over his four-decade-long career.

“The ability to plan, strategize, execute, and 
monitor is going to be critical. But it’s going to 
require creative leadership, innovation, and 
adaptation, and we’re going to have to see new 
business models for success.”

He also issued a warning to those who intend to 
keep on doing the same things in hopes of riding out 
the coming storm.

“The 1980s took out a lot of average and below-
average production managers,” he said. “This event 
will take out a bunch of average and below-average 
business managers that don’t have that business IQ.”

Above: Empty shelves, closed 
businesses, COVID testing 
at Cargill’s High River, and 
Huawei executive Meng 
Wanzhou heading to court in 
Vancouver. Just four of hun-
dreds of factors at play as the 
pandemic batters economies 
around the world.  
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“There’s no 
doubt that this 
recession is going 
to be very deep 
and significant.”
J.P. Gervais
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By Don Norman
Glacier FarmMedia contributor 

Ranveer Chandra’s background 
in agriculture is limited to his 
time as a child spending summer 

holidays with his grandparents who 
farmed in a remote region of India. 

“It was one of the poorest regions in 
India… there was no electricity, no toilets,” 
he said. 

He doesn’t have fond memories of that 
experience, but that early exposure to 
small-holder agriculture has helped shape 
his career. 

Today, he is using his PhD in Computer 
Science from Cornell University and his 
role as the Chief Scientist of Microsoft 
Azure Global to improve the lot of farmers 
everywhere through the FarmBeats 
project. 

Chandra was the opening keynote 
speaker at Ag in Motion™ Discovery Plus 
virtual farm show held July 21-25, 2020.

The goal of FarmBeats is to provide 
solutions to make Data-Driven Agriculture 
(DDA) more accessible and more affordable 
for farmers around the globe.

“The world needs more food to feed a 
growing population,” said Chandra during 
his presentation. “Not just food, good 
food, but nutritious food. And we need 
to grow this food without harming the 
planet.” Chandra says the most promising 
way to maximize quality food production 
is through data-driven agriculture (the 
ability to capture large amounts of data 
from farms and use that data to create 
more efficient outcomes). 

This “precision agriculture” offers many 
benefits. In addition to resulting in higher 
yields and reduced costs, the process is 
also more sustainable environmentally.

But while the benefits of data-driven 
agriculture are well known, Chandra notes 
that these technologies have yet to become 
widespread. “The reason they haven’t 
taken off is the cost of available data-
driven agriculture solutions.” 

And that’s where FarmBeats comes 
in. “That’s what triggered the start of the 

FarmBeats project,” explains Chandra. 
“The goal of the FarmBeats project is 
to make these data-driven agriculture 
solutions much more affordable.”

One of the barriers to affordable data-
driven agriculture is farm connectivity. 
Though it is improving, many rural areas 
still lack the bandwidth available in urban 
environments. And while most farmers’ 
homes have at least some connectivity 
to the cloud, relaying the data from their 
fields (often miles away) to the PC at the 
farmhouse can’t be done with current WiFi 
systems. To address this, Chandra and his 
team have developed an innovation that 
piggybacks on much older technology, 
called TV White-spaces.  Basically, they 
take the Wi-Fi signal and overlay it in the 
“white-spaces” between the television 
channels at frequencies that will not 
interfere with broadcasts. This technique 
can boost the range of the WiFi signal by 
up to 1200 per cent.  In addition, Chandra 
points out that TV towers are in cities, and 
often don’t reach remote rural farms. “If 
you turn on a television on a farm, often 
most of the channels will be white noise,” 
explains Chandra. “Even if 20 channels are 
available on a farm, we are talking of about 
half a gigabit per second of streaming 
capacity.” 

Another challenge blocking widespread 
adoption of DDA, is that gathering the data 
can be costly. For instance, to accurately 
determine a field’s moisture levels, a 

sensor would be needed every 10 m and 
at $100 a pop, that adds up. FarmBeats 
has developed Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
that combines different data sets (ground 
sensors, drone images, satellite imagery, 
etc) and extrapolates and combines them 
to paint an accurate picture of what is 
going on in the fields. 

However, while drones are becoming 
affordable resources here in North 
America, a farmer in India or Sub-Saharan 
Africa won’t spend the $1,000 or more 
required for a suitable drone. To address 
this, FarmBeats went lo-tech. While a 
drone might be out of the budget of a 
farmer in these regions, most have smart 
phones. So, to gather aerial data they used 
large helium-filled balloons with a mount 
for a cell phone and battery pack. The 
balloons were then attached to a tether. 
The balloons could either be left in one 
spot, or even walked around the farm to 
gather images. 

The creative genius going into these 
projects is clear, but the struggle to make 
precision agriculture more affordable 
continues. Chandra says one particularly 
exciting new technology that is being 
explored is a project called “Strobe,” and 
it is designed as a way to use a cell phone 
WiFi chip as a sensor. So instead of your 
standard expensive $1,000+ sensor, 
you would bury a relatively inexpensive 
WiFi receiver in the field. It’s a bit more 
complicated than this, but basically the 
cell phone would ping the receiver and 
a wetter soil will send the signal back at 
a different rate than a drier soil, and soil 
moisture and soil conductivity can be 
massaged from that data. 

Microsoft is also transitioning 
FarmBeats into a product, “Azure 
FarmBeats,” that has been available for 
public review at https://azuremarketplace.
microsoft.com since November 2019.

What do you want to know about 
managing your farm in the new normal? 
We have the answers you need in the Ag 
in Motion™ Discovery Plus Knowledge 
Centre, presented by RBC. All sessions are 
available on aginmotion.ca.

Providing farmers with affordable 
digital agriculture solutions
Ag in Motion Discovery Plus keynote speaker talks data-driven agriculture

FARM DATA
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E V E R Y  S T E P .
E V E R Y  S E A S O N .

Make the most of every opportunity to 
lead the field with Nutrien Ag Solutions. 
Offering a comprehensive portfolio of 
innovative products and services plus local 
expertise. Talk to your crop consultant 
about seed financing options or visit 

NutrienAgSolutions.ca

#LeadingTheField 

JOIN US!

July 20-22, 2021 

*Survey out of 642 farmers participants

WHAT ARE  
FARMERS SAYING? 

Overall great job making the 
best out of the situation handed 
to your committee this year! 
Very educational as always!” 

HAMIOTA, MB

Great option for attending  
Ag in Motion! Loved the 
variety of talks and the ability 
to attend over various days.” 

ARELEE, SK

Great to see someone trying something 
different in these times. Hope you had a 
great time learning something new, I am 
enjoying some of these new ways.” 

GLENBAIN, SK

Great effort on your part to convey new 
knowledge and products to us farmers 
during these challenging times.”

HUMBOLDT, SK

Very useful that the session videos  
are still available after the initial 
session has closed.”

KAMSACK, SK
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By Barb Glen
Glacier FarmMedia staff 

What will it take to build beef 
sector resiliency during 
and after a pandemic? 

The answers depend on who is asked, 
and several people in the beef industry were 
asked during a July 23 panel discussion 
organized at the Ag in Motion™ Discovery 
Plus event. 

For Bob Lowe, co-owner of Beartrap 
Feeders and current president of the 
Canadian Cattlemen’s Association, 
resiliency depends on improved consumer 
awareness and improved business risk 
management programs. 

“What we need going forward, I believe, is 
to reinforce consumer perception that the 
food chain is safe and it’s there. They aren’t 
going to run out of food,” said Lowe. 

“And we also need governments to 
strategically invest in the agriculture 
industry, in the cattle industry and maybe 
as far as cattle are concerned, we need 
some business risk management tools that 
actually work for the cattle industry.” 

Illness among processing plant workers 
was a major hurdle for Cargill, said the 
company’s vice-president of operations 
Jarrod Gillig. The pandemic itself was 
unexpected but in the case of the High 

River plant, lessons were learned from 
United States facilities where the virus 
struck sooner than it did in Canada. 

That enabled it to implement safety 
measures faster than might otherwise have 
been the case. However, it did have to close 
for two weeks, in part to implement those 
measures. Hundreds of workers were ill 
with the virus and two of them died from it. 

Producers can take a virtual walk-through 
several different breeds in the Beef Breeds 
Showcase, and get the latest in Stock Dog 
news through presentations and video.

We also hosted Livestock Central 
seminar series with livestock-focused 
presentations from industry experts 
and exhibitors. Topics will include 
silage, livestock water quality, pasture 
management and much more.

A Beef Value Chain sustainability panel 
featured Jeff Fitzpatrick-Stilwell from 
McDonalds, Erika Stewart with VBP+, and 
Anne Wasko with the Canadian Roundtable 
for Sustainable Beef. Plus, explore the 
Beef Industry Resiliency Panel led by the 
Canadian Cattlemen's Association (CCA). 
Guests from different sectors include: Bob 
Lowe, CCA president, AB; Maryjo Tait, Celtic 
Ridge Farms, ON;  Jarrod Gillig, Cargill and 
Marcel Blais with CHOP Steakhouse.

Gillig said the High River plant will 
expand within the next six months to 

improve worker safety through greater 
separation. 

Cargill officials are also considering how 
to service a changed food service sector. 
Drastically reduced restaurant patronage 
has changed the number and type of cuts 
needed, he said. Capacity has to shift to 
better suit retail needs.

In the restaurant trade, Trystan Halpert 
of Chop Steakhouse and Bar said the chain 
lost “a large chunk” of guests because of 
the pandemic and distancing restrictions 
continue to limit seating capacity. That 
means fewer guests and lower profits. 

Changing protocols and differences by 
province have proven a challenge, he said. 

“We’ve moved faster than we’ve ever 
moved before when reinventing what we do 
for our guests,” said Halpert. 

He hopes for a return to “normal” within 
five years and resiliency will depend on 
restaurants’ ability to make diners feel safe 
and comfortable. 

Building beef resiliency 
key post-COVID
Industry challenges mean improved consumer awareness and  
business risk management programs are priorities 

BEEF INDUSTRY

Get full access to the Ag in Motion 
Discovery Plus Livestock Central 
content sessions at aginmotion.ca. 
Hear from experts covering topics 
from silage, water quality, pasture 
management and much more.
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Year after year in Western Canada, 
STARS helicopters respond to an 
average of eight missions each day, 

going above and beyond to transport injured 
victims in dire situations to hospitals for  
urgent treatment. In Saskatchewan alone, 884 
missions were flown in 2019, saving lives.

Operating an important service like 
STARS Air Ambulance requires a large 
ongoing commitment of funds, explains 
Kimberly Kroll-Goodwin, manager of events 
and community engagement with STARS in 
Saskatchewan. “We have incredible 
support from our provincial partners and the 
government of Saskatchewan, but even with 
that we still have to raise $10.5 million every 
year to keep STARS flying in the province.”

Early in 2020, fundraising plans changed 
dramatically for STARS, when spring and 
summer events were canceled in light of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Fortunately, the Ag in 
Motion Discovery Plus team presented an 
alternative — and it worked.

The Virtual Field of STARS event was 
held, live, July 21st, 2020, as an opener to 
the first Ag in Motion™ Discovery Plus. “We 
wanted to create an experience to thank 
our supporters and raise funds for STARS 
at the same time. We decided to ask The 
Washboard Union who were supposed to 
be in-person with us that night to help us 
create an online virtual show, so we could go 
ahead with the fundraiser virtually,” Kroll-
Goodwin says.

The virtual Field of STARS, presented by 
Bayer, went live Tuesday July 21st, 2020, and 
included a concert with Canadian country 
music band The Washboard Union, a virtual 
STARS helicopter and Emergency Link 
Centre tour, a live Ritchie Brothers Timed 
Auction, and past STARS patient stories.

All in all, the number of people who 
experienced the show helped make it a 
success. “We normally have 1,200 people at 
the in-person event, and through the virtual 
event we were able to reach a lot more people 
than that,” says Kroll-Goodwin.

Attendees had the opportunity to spend 
real time with The Washboard Union as they 
performed live songs, and to be part of the 
banter back and forth as the band answered 
media questions and shared stories. “At the 
end of the day, we were honored and grateful 

to Ag in Motion, Glacier FarmMedia and our 
presenting sponsor Bayer for supporting us 
through these challenging times,” Kroll-
Goodwin says.

The live auction and virtual concert raised 
$180,000 to support STARS operations in 
Saskatchewan. “A fundraiser like this is 
pretty significant to our budget and the best 
part is that it was all done virtually. We felt 
it was a huge success, given the times and 
the uncertainty in the world right now,” says 
Kroll-Goodwin.

The best part of a digital concert is, the 
show still goes on, which means you can 
attend now, learn about STARS in  
Saskatchewan, and donate, all by visiting 
fieldofstarsevent.ca.

Virtual Field of STARS
Creating a new way to experience music, thank supporters  
and raise funds for a life-saving service

FUNDRAISING

STARS air ambulance in action. PHOTO: STARS

(L-R) Chris Duncombe, David Roberts and Aaron Grain of The Washboard Union.  PHOTO: WARNER MUSIC GROUP

“We normally have 1,200 
people at the in-person 
event, and through the 
virtual event we were 
able to reach a lot more 
people than that”
Kimberly Kroll-Goodwin
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In case you missed our Let’s Talk Transition 
chatroom at Ag in Motion Discovery Plus, 
here’s a great article (one in a nine-part 
series) exploring the first step on the farm 
transition journey.

Is your farm in transition? The answer is yes. 

Without knowing anything about your operation or family 
situation, farm business specialists will tell you that your farm 
is in transition – it’s unavoidable. Markets change, technology 
changes, and you’re changing too. The only constant in farming 
and life is change.

Recognizing that you, your family and farm business are on 
a moving train is the first, and sometimes hardest step in the 
farm transition process. Things are happening, whether you 
acknowledge it or not. But being aware of your farm’s evolution 
puts you in control. 

Be honest about where you’re going. A preparation mindset is 
the first empowering step on a pathway to transition.

Planning early gives you more options

•  It’s common to put off discussions about the future. But 
without a plan, your family will be left with assumptions about 
how a transition might play out. Many scenarios can put your 
planning on pause:

•  You have a hunch that the kids are divided on what to do with 
the family farm, and you’re afraid that the topic will tear the 
family apart.

•  You’re unsure you’re ready to leave and give up control of 
day-to-day operations or major decisions or whether your 
successors are prepared to assume that responsibility. 

•  You’re ready to take over, but sense that your parents have no 
intention or plan to retire. 

•  You don’t know where to start because it’s overwhelming.

You can’t prepare for transition if everyone involved is walking 
around with a different vision of how it might unfold. Two farms 
may look similar on paper but may choose different paths. If you 
feel your family is unique, you’re right. But there are creative 
solutions that other farm families have used that you can learn 
from to make even the stickiest situations work. And many of 
the best strategies take time. Putting off the discussion just gives 
you fewer options and leaves you unprepared for unforeseen 
developments.

Make preparation a priority

You can plan a farm transition – or it can be forced on you. 
Unexpected death or illness can force hard decisions that may  
not be the best for farm and family. Farm transition planning  
that starts at a funeral is a worst-case scenario. Start now when 
you’re not in crisis. More time creates options and provides 
business clarity. 

1. Have a conversation with yourself

Whether you’re the senior generation looking to the next phase of 
your life, or a young person wanting to plan a future on the family 
farm, start with self-analysis and write down your thoughts.

•  Senior partner: Recognize you may have to relinquish some 
control and management, and that your working lifestyle will 
change through the transition process. Letting go is hard for 
many farmers, but mentorship and sharing management is key 
to business continuity. 

•  Upcoming generation: Think about your future plans. You 
may be looking for a quick handover of control and assets,  
but a slow, phased approach to transition may be more realistic.

•  For all involved: Being able to have difficult conversations 
will help your family and business thrive. Ask yourself the 
hard questions at the beginning and be prepared to share 
your thoughts openly as a family and business. It also helps 
to put yourself in the other person’s shoes. And rehearse 
talking about tough things – knowing how you feel and being 
able to articulate it clearly allows you to be more open and 
understanding.

2. Follow up on your personal plan with others

Once you’ve settled on a plan in your mind, it’s time to start 
talking with others.

Your first conversation should be with your spouse. Farm 
transition specialists regularly meet 70-year-old farm wives  
who loved the farm but feel they’ve done their time. They want  
to move off-farm and live a different life in retirement.

Husband and wife need to be on the same page. Whether 
you’re looking to step away from the farm, or get more actively 
involved and eventually take over, don’t assume you know what 
your spouse is thinking or that you have a clear picture of their 
dreams for the future.

Much of farm transition planning is unravelling assumptions. 
“I assumed this is what you wanted,” can be the opening line 
to an emotional discussion. Unspoken expectations are the 
silent killers of transition plans. Agriculture has a history and 
very common pattern of assumed succession. Either the parent 
assumes a particular child will farm, or a child thinks they’ll  
get the farm – but they’ve never had a conversation about it.

3. Schedule regular, intentional family meetings

Invite everyone to a relaxed setting where they can share their 
ideas but make it clear that it’s a business meeting. Separate 
business and family for this discussion. 

Invest in building a vision for the transition plan. Spend more 
time talking about hopes and dreams than balance sheets. Save 
the lawyer and accountant for another day. Instead, find out what 
people want for their future. Invite everyone (including spouses) 
to share their thoughts. You all don’t have to agree – the goal is  
to reach clarity and understand everyone’s position.

As you set up future transition meetings, designate a special time 
apart from regular conversations. Day-to-day operations tend 
to overshadow long-term strategic planning. Farm transition 
requires everyone’s full attention.

Consider booking quarterly strategic meetings only focused 
on farm transition activities, especially during the planning 
stages. Give everyone around the table a job by making them 
accountable for part of the agenda, whether it’s research or 
leading a topic discussion. 

Allow time between meetings for reflection and research and to 
consider what others are saying. Some people think better out 
loud, but others need time to process. Scheduled meetings ensure 
the process doesn’t stall. Don’t be afraid to bring in an outside 
facilitator to ensure the meeting stays focused and productive.

These three steps are not about finalizing a transition plan. 
They’re to prepare everyone for the process. Introspection, 
comparing visions with spouses and conversations with the 
family sets the stage for successful transition planning. 

Get more ideas, advice and resources on 
transition, or anything to help you run a 
better business at fcc.ca/Knowledge.

THINK IT OVER AND WRITE IT DOWN

Find a time and quiet place to think. Answer these 
questions and put any additional thoughts down 
on paper:

 1.  What do I want to do with the next phase of 
my life?

 2.  What’s my vision for the farm and my 
involvement?

 3.  Where do I want to live?

 4.  How much do I need to live?

 5.  Where will I get my income? 

 6.  Can the farm support multiple generations?

 7.  How do I see the transition process moving 
forward?

 8.  What are my core values?

 9.  How do I exhibit these core values on the farm?

10.  How will my values guide me in a successful 
farm transition?

Exploring these questions will give you a starting 
point for discussion with others. Language is 
important. For some farmers, calling the next step 
a transition instead of retirement can help frame 
things in a less threatening way and may calm 
fears that they’ll be excluded abruptly. Transition 
suggests there’s still room for the senior generation 
to contribute by mentoring and teaching the younger 
generation. For the family farm to generate multi-
generational wealth, it requires leadership, more 
than it has ever been called upon in the past.

PREPARING FOR 
FARM TRANSITION
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By Barb Glen
Glacier FarmMedia

Productive and successful use 
of a stock dog to herd livestock 
is based on using the natural 

behaviours of canines, says an 
experienced stockman and dog trainer.

Jared Epp shared his expertise on 
the subject with participants in a video 
presentation at the Ag in Motion™ 
Discovery Plus event in mid-July.

A good stock dog has three “ins,” said 
Epp. Intelligence, intensity and instinct are 
a winning combination though they are not 
easy to define.

With intensity, for example, “you see 
it when it’s not there maybe more than 
you see it when it is there. It’s something 
that helps that dog want to work through 
adversity.”

That adversity can be such things as 
pain, cold or dealing with angry cows. 
Instinct, as people define it, might be the 
easiest to find in a stock dog able to herd 
livestock whether that livestock is sheep, 
cattle or even poultry.

“The dog isn’t thinking about herding. 
The dog isn’t made or created in a way to 
wake up in the morning wanting to help 
care (for livestock) to earn a living. That just 
don’t matter to him at all,” said Epp.

“It matters a lot to me but it doesn’t 

matter to the dog. What the dog’s thinking 
about is getting some fulfilment.”

That comes in satisfying its instinct to 
hunt, though of course in a way that does 
not harm livestock. Dogs want to locate, 
stalk and hunt prey, said Epp. It happens 
with wolves and coyotes every day in the 
wild and it can be channelled.

“The beautiful part about the whole 
thing is … it’s all nature. It’s nothing 
manufactured by anybody. It’s merely 
utilizing what’s been put in these animals. 
Prey want to stay safe from the predator. 
The predator wants to hunt the prey and 
we just utilize that to move the animals in 
the direction we want to go.”

As for the relationship between dog 
and handler, Epp said dogs understand 
pack structure and they want a leader. The 
handler has to be that leader but not one 
that supresses or belittles the dog.

“What we’re trying to do is elevate 
ourselves to a point where the dog is like 
‘yeah I want to be with that’,” he said.

“If you think you’re a leader and you’re 
moving around and nothing’s following 
you, you’re not leading. You’re just 
walking.”

He encouraged the use of whistles 
rather than voice commands due to 
distance, wind and other factors, as well as 
the fact that yelling can take the fun out of 
livestock handling.

Not every dog is cut out to handle stock, 
Epp reminded observers. The dog has to 
have enough presence that stock choose 
to yield to it. And it must have enough 
confidence to deal with livestock that 
occasionally challenge it.

Epp said there are four main stock 
dog breeds he sees in Saskatchewan: 
Australian kelpie, Australian shepherd, 
heeler and Border collie and he generally 
prefers collies in his own work.

No dog is too old to train, he said in 
answer to one question. Its background is 
more important than its age. Has the dog 
worked with stock before or been scolded 
for being with stock? Those experiences 
will make a difference.

When training, Epp encouraged the use 
of appropriate stock; animals that are not 
too erratic or confrontational. Successful 
early management of stock will help build 
confidence in the dog.

“I’d really encourage you, if you think 
it’s something that will work on your 
outfit and you enjoy dogs and enjoy stock, 
and getting the job done right is more 
important than getting it done fast, I’d 
super encourage you to take a look at 
getting a stock dog,” Epp concluded.

See the stock dogs in action. All Ag in 
Motion Discovery Plus Livestock Central 
videos are available on-demand at  
aginmotion.ca.

Take a dog to work, says trainer
Utilizing a dogʼs instinct to hunt prey in a way that does not harm livestock

DOG TRAINING
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A new research project started this 
spring at Glacier FarmMedia 
Discovery Farm (Langham) 

is expected to illustrate to western 
Canadian producers one management 
tool to deal with the issue of saline soil.

“The establishment of perennial forage 
crops is an effective practice producers 
can use to manage saline land,” said Blake 
Weiseth, PAg, MSc, Applied Research Lead 
and Saskatchewan PolyTech Research 
Chair, at the Glacier FarmMedia Discovery 
Farm Langham. Once established, 
producers will benefit from above-ground 
biomass on otherwise largely unproductive 
land, which reduces evaporative losses 
from the soil surface. Over time, forage 
crops will help to draw down the water 
table in the soil, preventing the upward 
movement of salts in the profile.

”The challenge, Weiseth continued, is 
knowing which species or species mix to 
seed on a particular site. This is what will 
be investigated in the project, as well as 

the ability of forage crops to positively 
impact soil conditions. “We’ll be focusing 
on the economics but also considering if 
forage cropping saline soil is a strategy 
that could be used to reclaim the land over 
time.”

To illustrate the scope of the issue, 
Weiseth said salinity affects upwards 
of 2.5 million acres across the western 
provinces with another 19 million acres 
at a moderate to high risk of salinization. 
In general, forage crops have a greater 
salt tolerance than annual field crops, 
“and establishing a salt-tolerant crop in 
an area of salt accumulation is a critical 
component to any successful management 
strategy.”

The treatments being evaluated are: AC 
Saltlander, a perennial green wheatgrass; 
a proprietary blend of several species 
with varying degrees of salt tolerance; 
and Halo alfalfa. Weiseth said. Weiseth 
said evaluating several treatments with 
different salt tolerances “will increase the 

number of options available to producers 
because degrees of salinity vary from field 
to field and from farm to farm.” It will also 
help producers evaluate which species 
may work best for their situation.

Over the course of the multi-year 
project, a number of variables will be 
measured. These include forage biomass 
yield and how the treatment impacts soil 
properties such as electrical conductivity, 
water infiltration, surface organic matter 
and nutrient levels. “When it comes to 
salinity, we know there is no silver-bullet 
solution but our results could go some way 
to improving the economics of a lot of land 
in Western Canada.”

Nutrien Ag Solutions, Proven Seed and 
Ducks Unlimited Canada (DUC) are all 
partners on this project. To learn more 
about this project, tune into the Discovery 
Farm Salinity Project Panel on Ag in 
Motion Discovery Plus. To find out more 
about the Discovery Farm, visit  
discoveryfarm.ca.

Explore forage crops for saline soil management

SOIL RESEARCH

Neeralta Grain Bagging System

Think outside 
the bin™

In a class of its own, 
the Neeralta Grain 
Bagging System is

the pinnacle of 
e�  ciency and ease of 
use. Learn more today 

about farming faster, 
easier and with less 

downtime. 

PRESSURE WASHERS
1-800-328-1555

Find the Location Nearest You at 
www.HotsyAB.com

Now ServiNg the weSterN ProviNceS with 7 LocatioNS

• Model 795SS with hose reel
• 3.5 Gpm @ 2000 psi
• 230V, 1Ph, 24A 5Hp Motor
• Belt Driven
• Oil Fired Burner

795SS Special

$6495.00
NOW with Free 50’ Hose Reel

$3495
Now With FREE 50’ Hose Reel

While Supplies Last

• Model 555SS with hose reel
• 2.2 Gpm @ 1300 psi
• 115V, 1Ph, 20A 2Hp Motor
• Direct Drive
• Oil Fired Burner

Call Today at 
800-328-1555

Sale Price Ends December 18th, 2020
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By William DeKay
Glacier FarmMedia Staff 

A small, bright-red insect that can 
devour crops and is native to 
North America has been lurking 

in Saskatchewan soils for a long time.
However, little is known about it.
“It’s a curiosity for most of the ag 

community, unless you’re actually 
experiencing an outbreak and then it’s a 
nightmare,” said James Tansey, provincial 
insect and vertebrate pest specialist with 
Saskatchewan Agriculture.

The presentation was among three talks 
that focused on new and emerging pests 
on the Canadian Prairies as part of Ag in 
Motion™ Discovery Plus July 21-26.

Peritrechus convivus is a species of 
dirt-coloured seed bug in the family 
rhyparochromidae. With about 2,100 
species worldwide, the bright-red bug tends 
to be found in lighter soils from Canada to 
Mexico.

Not to be confused with bright-red 
insects like the white-margined burrower 
or harlequin bug, peritrechus convivus are 
more streamlined and not as round.

Peritrechus convivus congregate in very 
large numbers during the nymph stage and 
look like the adults as they grow wing buds 
and get progressively bigger.

“They really like each other’s company 
and it can aggregate in huge numbers,” said 
Tansey.

Reports are sporadic and not much is 
known about geographic distribution, but it 
has been found in central Saskatchewan.

Its habitat appears to be correlated to 
wet areas characterized by cattail growth, 
which tends to get cultivated during drier 
periods.

“We’re in a relatively dry period and 
those low lying, traditionally wet areas are 
now getting seeded and those are some of 
the areas that seem to be hit. But there are 
always exceptions to rules and I actually 
did find some on a hilltop this past spring,” 
he said.

He also discovered a large population of 
ground beetles thriving in the same area, 
which might suggest a natural enemy.

“Whether they were directly feeding 
on them — I find it hard to believe that a 
predator would simply coincidentally be in 
close association with prey. It seems that 
there should be a number of generalists 
that will feed upon these,” he said.

While it’s not a perennial pest and 
outbreaks don’t appear to be common, 
Tansey said there’s no information about 
why millions can suddenly appear and 
wreak havoc on crops like canola, corn, and 
cereals.

“It seems the host range of the animal is 
very broad. What exactly is encompassing 
the host range … is still being worked out,” 
he said.

“Damage tends to be localized, but 
where it does occur, can be very heavy. We 
had a report from last year of a half section 
of canola being lost and multiple reports of 
20- to 50-acre parts of corn fields being lost 
to it,” he said.

Like lygus bugs or aphids, which are 
piercing sucking feeders, Peritrechus 

convivus sticks its proboscis into the 
plant and draws out vascular fluids, which 
causes plants to lose turgor and wilt. 

He said farmers should scout for 
aggregations of the bright-red insects living 
relatively low on the plant, although they 
can amass in large numbers on the leaves.

“I have seen photos of canola plants just 
covered in these creatures. Great areas of 
crops can be cleared. Part of the reason for 
this is the very dense aggregations and the 
numbers can just be absolutely astounding, 
I mean, by the millions,” he said.

There are currently no economic 
thresholds for when to apply spray 
control because no chemical products are 
registered.

“We have a difficult time making control 
recommendations based on those two 
parameters,” he said.

Growers who have applied insecticide 
report mixed results.

“Part of the rub is that this animal 
spends a lot of time underground. So a lot 
of the contact insecticides are never even 
going to touch it. You need something with 
good residue time or with systemic activity 
for it to have an effect,” he said.

There are no upcoming dedicated 
proposals to study the insect pest, but 
Agriculture Canada is trying to include it 
with other research projects. 

Tansey said producers can reach out to 
him or Tyler West at Agriculture Canada for 
more information. Plus, you can view this 
full presentation and more exciting topics 
from the Knowledge Centre on  
aginmotion.ca.

PESTS

Little known 
about little 
red bug found 
in Prairie fields
Reports are sporadic and not much is known 
about geographic distribution, but it has been 
found in central Saskatchewan
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By Karen Briere
Glacier FarmMedia Staff 

A lactating cow needs between 
55 and 61 litres of water each 
day during the summer and 

that water needs to be good.
Water quality issues often arise, 

sometimes causing herd health concerns 
and livestock deaths. But one case remains 
fresh in the minds of many people.

In 2017, more than 200 cattle died in the 
community pasture at Shamrock, Sask. The 
animals died from excess sulfates and total 
dissolved solids levels in the water source.

Catherine Lang, livestock and feed 
extension specialist based in Moose Jaw, 
said testing water sources is critical. And 
just because the water looks like it came out 
of a tap doesn’t mean it’s suitable, she said.

During a presentation as part of Ag in 
Motion™ Discovery Plus, she showed a 
photograph of four clear jugs containing 
water. From left to right the water in the 
jugs went from clear to dark.

The water was taken from Old Wives 
Lake in the summer of 2016. Lang said 
while the instinct might be to use the 
clearest water the laboratory test results 
showed the opposite.

The first jug had 1,731 milligrams per litre 
of sulfates, and the second contained 2,056 
mg/L. These numbers indicate the first was 
borderline for use and the second was too 
high, according to current guidelines.

But the third jug containing the green 
water contained only 21 mg/L and the 
fourth jug with yellow-brown water 
contained only 15 mg/L.

“Three and four are sitting really 
awesome,” Lang said, noting they aren’t 
pretty but they are definitely safer for cows 
to drink.

Sulfate levels below 500 mg/L are 
considered safe, while levels between 
500 and 1,000 mg/L have the potential to 
cause trace mineral deficiencies in high-
performing cattle such as dairy cows and 
beef cows that are milking and trying to 
rebreed, she said.

Water with between 1,000 and 2,000 
mg/L can be used but with a lot of caution 

and the use of chelated mineral. Anything 
above 2,000 mg/L is not recommended.

A study completed at the Livestock Forage 
Centre of Excellence earlier this year found 
cattle in well-controlled environments could 
tolerate higher levels than that. Lang said 
a second study scheduled for 2021 would 
more closely resemble pasture conditions 
and offer more detailed results.

She encourages cattle producers to test 
water sources in late May or early June to 
obtain a baseline and then monitor the 
water through the growing season.

Sources can vary even within pastures, 
she said.

“We’ve seen some that are 100 feet 
apart and one can be toxic and one can be 
really good,” she said. “It all has to do with 
different amounts of runoff and where those 
dugouts are placed.”

Tests should be done as close as possible 
to where the cattle drink. If using a well, the 
test should be done close to the watering 
bowl. If using a dugout, get a clean container 
as close to where cattle most like to drink 
and scoop the water out.

One litre is required.
Saskatchewan Agriculture regional 

offices staff can test for conductivity in the 
office, but the more detailed information 
comes from sending that sample on 
for assessment at the Roy Romanow 
provincial lab in Regina. The test is free 
for cattle producers who have a premises 
identification number and as long as the 
water is for livestock.

Lang said producers must remember 
that water quality can change quickly. A 
dugout near Old Wives Lake tested 1,480 
mg/L on April 30 this year, 1,857 mg/L a 
week later and more than 2,000 a week 
after that. By June 18, it was already at 3,850 
mg/L.

She added that in 2017 nearly half the 
water brought into the Moose Jaw office 
was not acceptable. For the last two years 
that has dropped to just over 20 per cent.

That doesn’t mean the water is getting 
better.

“It could mean producers are not 
sampling the really bad ones anymore and 
they’ve just fenced them out,” she said.

Producers urged to test 
their water’s quality
Livestock feed specialist encourages cattle producers to test water sources in late May or early  
June to obtain a baseline and then monitor the water through the growing season

WATER QUALITY
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From an app that optimizes crop production 
to a non-chemical weed control option to 
the widest cutter in the world, the latest 

innovations in agricultural technology were 
recognized in the Innovations Showcase at 
Ag in Motion™ Discovery Plus in July 2020. 

The contest invited all exhibiting companies to 
enter their agricultural innovations ready to come 
to market or still at the conceptual stage in four 
categories. The following award winners were 
announced online July 21, 2020, at the start of the 
Ag in Motion Discovery Plus digital show. 

Looking to optimize crop production using 
technological tools? There’s an app for that. 
Xarvio Field Manager is available for Apple and 
android devices. It’s the leading crop production 
optimization solution, making it easier for 
farmers to stay in control, protect their crops, 
and get the most out of their fields. The app 
provides current field specific status, including 
disease and insect risks and weather forecasting, 
crop growth stage notifications, crop protection 
timing recommendations, and field-zone specific 
variable application maps for fungicide and 
fertilizer. Winner in the Agribusiness category.

 Here’s a new tool designed to help combat 
weeds without spraying. The Seed Control Unit by 
Redekop Crop Residue Management pulverizes 
weed seeds. This combine-mounted unit, 
compatible with John Deere combines, separates 
the straw and chaff and directs the chaff stream 
through two mills, destroying over 98 per cent 
of weed seeds that run through it, the company 
says. The chaff is then remixed with the straw 
and spread behind the combine. Winner in the 
Agriculture Equipment category.

Triple Cutter by Phiber Manufacturing is 
the widest cutter in the world, increasing the 
number of acres covered per hour and decreasing 
fuel consumption. Winner in the Animal and 
Livestock category.

When farmers need real time access to 
specialized agricultural advice, AGvisorPRO Tech 
Direct Solution is there to help. This technical 
support solution is accessible from anywhere, 
and offers specialized advisor support on behalf 
of leading agriculture manufacturers, suppliers 
and retailers. Winner in the Agribusiness Services 
category.

Learn more about Innovation Showcase 
winners and participants on aginmotion.ca

Ag innovations featured 
in winner showcase
The latest in agriculture technology recognized

TECH WINNERS
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By Barb Glen
Glacier FarmMedia staff 

In a world of unicorns and rainbows, 
hay for livestock would be cut near 
the end of June, adequately dried in 

the sun, baled in excellent condition, 
hauled and stored at a convenient site.

In similar utopian fashion, crop for silage 
would be all chopped and stored by mid-
September.

All of that could happen. But in case it 
doesn’t, bale silage is one way to ensure 
some quality feed is available. It’s more 
expensive than simple baling of dry hay but 
it can pay off in some conditions.

Ray Bittner, livestock specialist with 
Manitoba Agriculture and Resource 
Development, shared his advice about round 
bale silage July 21 during an Ag in Motion™ 
Discovery Plus on-line session.

Round bale silage particularly shines if 
hay fields are small and uneven and the crop 
has multiple levels of maturity. It’s also a 
handy option in wet years and when labour 
is in short supply.

Farmers already have most of the needed 
equipment if they bale dry hay, said Bittner.

Silage is created when damp forage is 
subjected to an anaerobic environment 
so sugars are converted to acids. Once 
the acidic environment develops, it stops 

bacterial growth and inhibits mould and 
decomposition.

Four or more wraps of plastic are required 
to protect silage bales from air exposure and 
limit the risk of holes and other damage to 
the plastic, says a livestock specialist. 

Best results are obtained when harvesting 
immature plants and ensiling at the 
optimum moisture level, which varies 
depending on the material.

To be properly wrapped for ensiling, bales 
should have square shoulders and be the 
right size for the bagging hoop. Proper size 
and shape of any bale depends to some 
extent on the condition of the windrow.

Bittner said saddle-backed windrows 
result in air trapped in the middle of the 
bale. That will promote mould growth. 
Windrows too wide for the baler will also 
result in sub-par bales for wrapping because 
the edges will be soft and airy.

As well, “you can have the perfect 
windrow but you can make your bales too 
tall,” he said.

That’s a problem on older bale wrappers 
because the bales don’t fit together well and 
there’s more stretch in the plastic, increasing 
the risk of damage and tearing.

If windrows are thin in forage crops, 
Bittner recommended merging them rather 
than raking or tedding.

“I would challenge you to say that the 

merger… is the way to go. It’s an expensive 
machine but it is the best.”

Raking can add dirt, allowing bacteria into 
the bale and affecting the ensiling process. 
Tedding is better than raking if the operator 
ensures the tines don’t touch the ground, 
which also incorporates dirt and bacteria 
and can result in mould within the bales.

As for the plastic used in round bale silage, 
Bittner said at least four wraps are required 
and sometimes more.

“You may not believe it, but four wraps 
of plastic, .002 (mil thickness), will actually 
allow oxygen to pass through the plastic 
and help rot the outside of your silage bales. 
Yes, that is true. Oxygen does travel through 
plastic despite the fact that it doesn’t 
look like it can. So, four wraps is really 
not enough. It won’t really fit very many 
situations.”

The optimum number of wraps depends 
on the type of crop, bale shape and size. 
Even relatively small tears and holes can 
allow mould and damage for a considerable 
amount of feed.

“Small bales with net wrap, you can get 
away with less plastic,” said Bittner. He 
listed the positives and negatives of round 
bale silage (see below) 

Listen to Ray Bittner’s fill discussion 
on aginmotion.ca listed under Demos & 
Programming, Livestock Central. 

Bale silage is one method to 
protect feed for winter
More expensive than simple baling of dry hay but it can pay off in some conditions

FEED STORAGE

Bale Silage Positives:
• One person can do it
• Uses existing machinery
• Sharing of wrapper possible
• Helps manage time
• Preserves feed quality
• Reduces waste
• Can do in short weather window

Bale Silage Negatives:
•  High plastic investment
•  Potential damage to tractor loader/ 
 front wheel assist
•  Higher maintenance of baler 
 and bale wagon
• Labour if done during peak season
•  Labour to remove twine/net/plastic
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By Alexis Stockford
Glacier FarmMedia staff 

Robert Saik, founder and CEO of 
AGvisorPRO, wants to displace the 1-800 
number when it comes to agriculture.

Farmers will be well familiar with the 
frustrations of long-distance service, from the 
challenge of describing or diagnosing problems 
over the phone, to the trials of navigating 
number-option phone systems and automated 
messages. 

The result, Saik argues, is often a “lacklustre 
experience,” and it’s something that he hopes his 
company’s Tech Direct platform can change. 

Launched earlier this summer, Tech Direct 
promises to connect farmers for free with experts 
from a range of agribusinesses signed on with the 
service.

“The reason that we believe this is important 
is because, for one thing, a lot of the technical 
support people in companies are at home right 

now and they’re not on the road and not driving 
and many farmers don’t want them to drive into 
their yards,” Saik said, pointing to the ongoing 
issues with COVID-19.

Why it matters
More farmers are getting service remotely thanks 
to COVID-19, but AGvisorPRO says Tech Direct 
can take some of the inherent frustration out of 
the process.

Measures to curb the spread of the pandemic 
have created an “excess capacity” of experts, 
often company technicians or technical sales 
representatives, available for help, Saik said.

“What we do with Tech Direct is we register the 
company’s name and we register the company’s 
proprietary products and services and we register 
the company’s representatives,” he said. 

Producers using the AGvisorPRO app can then 
search for the expert best able to help solve their 
specific issue.

Once connected, producers can interact with 

Face to 
face from 
the comfort
of home
AGvisorPRO wants to make  
its free Tech Direct  platform  
the new ‘go-to’ for ag advice

TECHNOLOGY

AGvisorPRO is the “Uberization” 
of knowledge and wisdom provid-
ing instantaneous connectivity 
between farmers and agriculture 
experts who can provide ANSWERS 
NOW to questions relating to 
crops, livestock, machinery, tech-
nology, marketing, management, 
or health and wellness.
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that expert through either audio or video. 
Sessions are set up to share technical 
information and high-resolution photos 
and are also recorded for later reference, if 
needed.

“As a farmer, I can go back next year and 
I can say, ‘What did he say last year about 
the timing for boron on canola?’ and all of 
that stuff is saved in the user’s account,” 
Saik said.

Visual elements of the service, such as 
video, are meant to ease some of the issues 
compared to audio alone.

Descriptions such as the, “blue ball 
valve on the north side of the sprayer,” are 
of limited use to technicians, Saik argued, 
compared to the ability to simply share 
visuals for diagnosis and service.

“We believe that this will not only 
support farmers, but we also believe this 
will support ag retail, because ag retail can 
have instantaneous conversations,” he said. 

Similar benefits could apply to veterinary 
services, he noted. Earlier this year, local 
vets reported limiting farm visits due to 
COVID-19.

Flipping costs
The platform expands the prior AGvisorPRO 
service, launched last year as a “minimal 
viable product.”

“Farmers would pay,” Saik said. “They’d 
download the app for free and then they 
would be able to connect with experts 
and they would pay for that expertise. 
That’s only fair when you’re dealing with 
somebody who makes their living by 
basically offering their expertise.”

The business model for Tech Direct, 
however, flips that system on its head. 
Farmers no longer pay for their connection. 
Instead, Saik says, AGvisorPRO will make 
its money from agribusiness partners. 
Businesses pay an annual subscription, plus 
connection fee, to access customers using 
the platform.

The benefit, Saik says, is ultimate cost 
savings for the subscribing company.

“We save the company money by keeping 
the rep at home,” while still having that rep 
answer questions as if they were on site, he 
said.

Eleven businesses have signed on with 
Tech Direct so far, ranging from equipment 
firms AGI, Flaman and Pattison Liquid 
Systems, to agronomy or precision ag 
consultants like Point Forward Solutions, 
Sure Growth Solutions and Taurus 
Agricultural Marketing, to ATP Nutrition 
and Brandon’s Aberhart Ag Solutions. Realty 

firms like Hammond Realty, risk manage 
firm Global Ag Risk Solutions and financial 
firm 33seven round out the list.

Ag in Motion™
The Tech Direct launch was enough to 
take honours from this year's Ag in Motion 
virtual farm show. AGvisorPRO, which 
launched its basic services during Ag in 
Mortion last year, earned the farm show’s 
2020 Ag in Motion Innovation Award for 
agribusiness services earlier this summer. 

“To have AGvisorPRO come in with, I 
think, a new way to communicate with 
experts in the field — I think that’s pretty 
cool,” show director Rob O’Connor said at 
the time.

“The discussion at the committee level 
was, ‘How much further will this go?’” he 
added. “This probably opens up some new 
doors.”

The sheer size of Western Canada could 
easily translate to hours of distance between 
an expert and the farmer who needs to talk 
to them, O’Connor noted, while the Tech 
Direct has the possibility of instantaneous 
communication.

Connectivity
Lack of rural connectivity does provide 
some challenge to the technology.

“I’ll always bring this up,” Saik said. 

“You can’t have a smart farm with a stupid 
internet connection.”

Tech Direct was designed with “thin 
architecture” in order to make the most of 
sometimes scarce bandwidth, Saik noted. 
For example, he said, a video call will drop 
down to audio only if the connection lags.

“With all that being said, as we build out 
more robust functionality into the future, 
we’d like to have better coverage, and that’s 
an issue. That’s an issue for agriculture. 
Everybody is suffering from the same thing,” 
he said.

O’Connor also acknowledged the 
problem, although he expects the situation 
to improve.

“As these innovations come down the 
pipe, I think we’re going to see those data 
providers also improve those systems too,” 
he said. 

A survey by Keystone Agricultural 
Producers this spring found that almost 
two-thirds of rural respondents were 
somewhat to very dissatisfied with their 
cellular and internet service.

Learn more about what AGvisorPro has 
to offered by listening to their session and 
roundtable on aginmotion.ca.

“We believe that this 
will not only support 
farmers, but we 
also believe this will 
support ag retail, 
because ag retail can 
have instantaneous 
conversations”
Robert Saik, AGvisorPRO
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RESEARCH

From field sensors to weather stations, 
and soil probes to surveillance 
cameras, farmers are collecting more 

data than ever. The critical next step is 
using it to create a full field picture that 
can improve the farm down the road.

In 2020, the Discovery Farm research 
team focused on precise data management, 
and used the AgExpert Field software 
package as a case study for data collection.

“AgExpert Field worked really well 
to help us manage operations. It made 
collecting and leveraging farm data 
quick and easy, and tracked all costs and 
inputs associated with our production. 
It demonstrates how data can be used to 
support precision farming goals,” explains 
Blake Weiseth, Applied Research Lead at 
Discovery Farm. 

Weiseth’s team planted 120 acres of 
wheat and 60 acres of canola in the Field of 
Excellence plot west of Langham, SK. The 
team used a variety of field tools to collect 
data, including moisture probes, weather 
stations, cameras and more. The data 
was then uploaded to the AgExpert Field 
platform.  

“Digitizing field data is quick and 
easy using AgExpert Field. Farmers set 

up their operation digitally, and then 
use the software to track costs, activities 
and weather. Once the data is digital, it 
provides valuable information – like cost 
of production, rotation history, chemicals 
applied, and more,” says Jon Paskaruk, 
Product Specialist with FCC AgExpert. 
Paskaruk participated in an online 
presentation reviewing the case study 
during Ag in Motion Discovery Plus in July 
2020. 

The Inputs section of AgExpert Field is 
auto-populated with comprehensive seed 
and product lists, so farmers can simply 
select from dropdown menus. The final tally 
of input costs runs along the bottom of the 
screen, so checking the bottom line is easy. 
“We’ve also included a section for operating 
costs, such as land rent, custom work, fuel, 
and insurance, so farmers can get really 
precise with tracking the cost of production, 

depending on what level of detail they 
want,” says Paskaruk.

Using the information collected 
throughout the growing season, including 
harvest numbers, the research team at 
Discovery Farm plans to go back and 
analyze the data to determine return on 
investment. The current study was for 2020, 
but Weiseth sees how the benefits of data 
collection can accrue over several years. 

“Once collected over a number of years, 
the data tells the story of what’s been 
happening in the field. Farmers can use 
that information to support future decision 
making, manage herbicide resistance, 
select the most effective input options, and 
finesse crop rotation plans,” Weiseth says. 

The AgExpert Field Case Study and the 
canola and wheat crops all proved to be 
successful this year. “There are many tools 
out there for data collection. We found 
AgExpert Field did a good job of tracking 
economic and field data. It’s a great tool 
farmers can use to assess economic 
feasibility from season to season,” Weiseth 
concludes.

You can watch Weiseth and Paskaruk 
replay the Case Study through:  
www.aginmotion.ca.

Big data gets put to good 
use at Discovery Farm
Discovery Farm research staff used the AgExpert Field platform for data collection in the  
Field of Excellence this year. Here are some results from their case study
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SOIL HEALTH

By William DeKay
Glacier FarmMedia staff 

With more than five million acres at 
risk to salinity in Western Canada, 
farmers could do a better job of 

managing their acres, say some advisers.
“It’s a very big deal,” said Lyle Cowell, 

manager of agronomic services at Nutrien 
Ag Solutions in northeast Saskatchewan 
during a presentation on salinity at Ag in 
Motion™ Discovery Plus.

They said Prairie producers too often 
farm every acre, even if that acre is losing 
money.

“Saline land is probably the biggest 
culprit in Western Canada when it comes to 
unproductive land. Saline land is just rarely 
a money maker when it comes to annual 
crops,” said Cowell.

Added colleague Brianna Lummerding: 
“We need to stop spending money on 
those saline areas and we want to move 
the money into the productive areas of the 
field.”

While there are many factors in soils that 
can limit yield — acidity, flooding, poor 
fertility, compaction, drought — salinity 
has the biggest impact on a lot of acres and 
crops because it’s difficult to fix. It can also 
grow.

With a high concentration of soluble 
salts in water, salinity is “just too much of a 
good thing.” Its severity is contingent upon 
the growth stage of whatever crop is being 
grown.

A good practice is to first have a baseline 
soil test completed with the salinity 
measurement, which will determine if the 
land can support a more salt-tolerant crop.

Using a one-to-one ratio of soil and 
water to measure salinity, most labs will 
start to consider a soil saline at about two 
millisiemens per centimetre.

However, crops like red clover, flax, peas, 

beans, and lentils are more sensitive to 
salinity and their yield will decline at a 
conductivity level of about one mS/cm.

More tolerant crops like alfalfa, canola, 
corn, oats and wheat will probably not see 
a significant yield loss until reaching a 
conductivity number of about two mS/cm.

“For example, once you’re over a salinity 
measurement of two, wheat yields are going 
to be significantly reduced probably 30 to 
50 per cent. That’s when you’re actually 
starting to see some salts on the soil surface, 
but you can have yield losses on crops at a 
lower salinity,” Cowell said.

Saline soils with a conductivity of more 
than four mS/cm in a one-to-one water to 
salt ratio will only grow certain forages.

Red clover and timothy hay are intolerant 
of salinity, whereas Russian wildrye, tall 
wheatgrass, and especially saltlander green 
wheatgrass can be successfully grown in 
very saline soils.

Germination is a critical phase for the 
success of a crop because mature plants will 
tolerate more salinity.

“This is then an even bigger topic with 
annual cropping because you’re trying to get 
that crop to germinate in those saline areas 
every year. Whereas if you can establish a 
perennial forage there, then you’ve gotten 
past that stage,” he said.

Often overlooked is the degree that 
salinity can vary from year to year, which 
hinges on movement of the water table.

“The frequency of success of annual 
cropping can become very low in even 
slightly saline soils. So keeping those 
salts downwards, keeping the water table 
lower and therefore the salts lower in the 
soil profile is really the key to being able 
to see the crop and be able to have some 
sort of crop there on an annual basis,” 
Cowell said.

Subsurface drainage assists to leach 
out salts and create more productive land, 

however there are limits to its effectiveness 
depending on topography.

Another choice is establishing forages 
that can get the water table lower: crested 
wheatgrass, tall wheatgrass, green 
wheatgrass, wild rye.

Allowing weeds and forage species to 
grow together will help bring salt levels 
down below the rooting zone while 
preventing the soil surface from staying 
black. Mowing instead of spraying also lets 
them cohabitate.

“Actually a lot of salt tolerant forages are 
pretty competitive with species such as 
foxtail barley,” said Lummerding.

Saline areas are often wet in spring, 
making it difficult to seed salt tolerant 
forages.

It’s not a short-term solution for 
salinity, however one way is to fall 
dormancy plant, which gives forages time 
and ability to establish.

While soil salinity will never get fixed, 
one way is plant forages late in the fall, 
which gives choices available to improve 
profitability but producers will also need to 
grow tolerance.

“This is not a one year and we can grow 
an annual crop on there again. This needs 
to be seen as more of a three to five-year 
investment, but you’re probably going to 
get some cuts potentially for hay and bales 
in there in the meantime. And you will get 
there; where you’re going to end up having 
some sort of profitability,” she said.

“We just really need to be patient and 
allow something to establish and get that 
subsoil water to move lower.”

Interested in learning more about 
soil health? Get full access to all 
the Ag in Motion Discovery Plus 
sessions focused on Water and Soil 
at aginmotion.ca

No real fix to 
soil salinity but 
options exist
Salinity has the biggest impact on a lot of  
acres and crops because it’s difficult to fix 
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The 2020 Farm Forum Event will connect top 
thought leaders with innovators, researchers, 
strategists, agronomists and progressive 
farmers. Conference attendees will get a 
dynamic look at the future of Canadian 
agriculture and production challenges and 
opportunities.

Organized and presented by Glacier 
FarmMedia’s agricultural event experts, the 
2020 virtual Farm Forum Event will take place 
online on November 9 and 10. 

“This year, with many in-person meetings and 
field tours being postponed, it’s become more 
challenging to stay on top of things,” says Kevin 
Yaworsky, who is on the planning committee for 
Farm Forum Event. “Producers need leading-
edge information to make good decisions for 
their operations. Agronomists need to stay up 
to date on the latest news, trends, research and 
technology. Our conference will meet the needs 
of those seeking this information.”

Yaworsky says this year’s conference goes 
beyond just another Zoom-like call. Conference 
attendees will have enhanced ways to network 
with speakers and fellow attendees, a chat 
function to pose questions during presentations, 

and can visit virtual trade booths to review 
offerings from leading Canadian agriculture 
companies. This conference provides a wide 
range of Certified Crop Adviser Continuing 
Education Units for agronomists as well.

Producers and ag professionals can learn and 
grow their management skills with speakers 
such as:
• Mark Belmonte, Professor,  
 University of Manitoba
• Chris Terris, Vice President, TELUS
•  Kelly Turkington, Research Scientist, Plant 

Pathology at Agriculture and Agri-Food 
Canada 

• Markus Weber, Co-Founder of  
 LandView Drones
•  Canadian producers on our Soil Health 

Panel: Colin Rosengren, Tim Nerbas, Andy 
Kirschenman and Ryan Boyd 

•  Thought leaders in trade, politics and the food 
industry: Carlo Dade, Andrew Coyne  
and Sylvain Charlebois. 
To find out more about the two-day Farm 

Forum Event virtual conference, review our 
agenda and speakers, or to register, visit  
farmforumevent.com.

Coming up next
MARK YOUR CALENDAR

AWC V 2020 - Manitoba Co-operator - 8.125” x 10”

Reserve  
 Your Seat!

AdvancingWomenConference.ca/2020virtual

Join us at our Virtual Conference on November 24 & 25, 2020 
and let us help you find a way to thrive.

 §hone your leadership skills and tools
 §manage stress and build well-being
 §find your inner superpower
 §nurture and grow your passions

Stay informed. Be inspired. Get growing.

Call Iris Meck  
for details:

(403) 686-8407

As the pandemic continues, virtual events are sticking around.  
Here are two more to look forward to this fall. 

Organizers of the well-known conference for 
women in Canadian agriculture are looking at 
innovative ways to connect women from across 
various sectors of the industry so they can network 
and learn from each other.

“We hear from our community how important 
it is to learn from other women producers, role 
models and executives in agribusiness,” says Iris 
Meck, director of Glacier FarmMedia’s Advancing 
Women in Agriculture Conferences (AWC). “Real-
life stories provide a lot of inspiration.”

Meck says she was determined to find a way to 
support the community of women in ag this year, 
so moved the Advancing Women Conference for 
2020 to a virtual conference on November 24 and 
25. Holding it online allows those outside Canada 
to attend the conference, a past request from 
women around the world that is now made easier. 

Conference attendees will be able to participate 
in online sessions and ask questions of speakers, 
connect and chat with other delegates, and capture 

their own database of other women passionate 
about ag. There will also be opportunities to visit 
virtual booths, chat with company representatives 
and get special conference offers.

The conference costs $250 per person and 
features two-days of content on mental health, 
managing stress, running a farm business, 
advocacy, developing communication skills and 
more. AWC conference presentations will be 
available to registered attendees until December 
31, 2020.

“We’ll have the same superb quality of speakers 
and information that women in ag have come to 
expect from our conferences,” says Meck. “I’ve had 
many women say they are grateful we are going 
ahead with the conference this year so they can 
connect during these difficult times.”

Information on the 2020 Advancing Women 
in Agriculture Conference speaker program and 
registration can be found on the AWC website: 
advancingwomenconference.ca/2020virtual.

Farm Forum Event: Online conference tackles key  
issues facing farmers and industry

Advancing Women in Agriculture Conference to connect women virtually



FIND IT FASTER!

Visit the NEW & IMPROVED! 
AgDealer.com to find your 

equipment – FAST!

AgDealer.com is new and 
improved to help you find the 
equipment you are looking for 
faster. With thousands of used 
equipment listings, we’ve made 
it easier to find what you are 
looking for.

AgDealer now features a new enhanced search bar and results page.

With the new 
and improved
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